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WELCOME TO

ROV Planet has turned one year old! In the past 12 months I have made a conscious 
effort to extensively publicize the magazine and attend the relevant tradeshows 
and events of the industry in Aberdeen, London, Southampton, Houston, St 
John’s, Copenhagen and Singapore. Finally ROV Planet has become known in the 
ROV industry all over the World. Thank you all for your support of the publication!

With the current low price of oil projects are still on delay, despite the fact that 
10-15 years ago these prices were the norm and projects were profitable. What 
has changed and how can we move forward? The panel discussion between 
the subsea contractors, at OTC, has given us an insight of the major challenges 
that are facing the industry and the possible solutions. The increasing require-
ments, lack of standardization, inefficiencies, and costs of the supply chain 
all seem to be the major issues that are holding back further investment and 
commitment to projects from oil companies. Apart from oil and gas it’s always 
worth looking into alternative revenue sources even if margins are lower such 
as offshore wind, defence, subsea mining, etc. Some companies have taken 
this route, others are pursuing alternative strategies.

Oceaneering has won two Spotlight New Technology Awards at OTC and are 
also working with OGAS on the accreditation of their training courses. The ac-
credited courses completed by individuals would be recognized by higher edu-
cation partners and industry.

Delta SubSea is working on a new revolutionary gamma ray pipeline hydrate 
localization tool that is under testing at the moment. This non-intrusive ROV 
operated tool can diagnose flow abnormalities and asses the integrity of the 
pipeline without the loss of production.

The interview with Tyler Schilling, founder of Schilling Robotics, focuses on the new 
Schilling UHD (Ultra Heavy Duty) ROV and the custom designed ISOL-8 pump. Tyler 
also shares his thoughts how he sees the future of ROV and AUV technologies.

Sit back and enjoy the fourth issue! 
Best regards,
Richie Enzmann

UPCOMING EVENTS

08-11th September, 2015 
SPE Offshore Europe – Aberdeen, UK
The largest oil and gas sector  
trade show in Europe.

19-22nd October, 2015 
Oceans’15 MTS/IEEE –  
Washington, DC, USA
The premier North American  
marine technology event.

03-05th November, 2015 
Oceanology International –  
Shanghai, China
China’s leading event for marine  
science and ocean technology.

23-25th February, 2016 
Underwater Intervention –  
New Orleans, USA
The World’s premier event for diving con-
tractors, ROVs, and manned submersibles.

15-17th March, 2016 
Oceanology International – London, UK
The World’s premier event for marine 
science and ocean technology.

Please check out our website on:  

www.ROVPlanet.com

My name is Richie Enzmann and I would like to 
welcome you all to the latest issue of ROV Planet!
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In addition to being a fantastic venue to share ideas and meet industry 
leaders from oil and gas and beyond, the recent Offshore Technology 
Conference (OTC) held in Houston was also an event to reflect on the costs 
of the subsea supply chain. This is an issue that was already raised at last 
year’s OTC, but one that has become an even greater concern since then 
due to the current low price of oil. One of the ‘subsea’ highlights of this 
year’s OTC was the panel discussion interestingly titled ‘Serving the Off-
shore industry for win-win competition and collaboration’.

The moderators of the talk Doreen Chin (Team Lead, Shell E&P) and Greg Carter 
(Nautilus) introduced the panel members before giving the audience a safety 
briefing. The speakers of the panel were Thierry Pilenko (Chairman and CEO, 
Technip), Luis Araujo (CEO, Aker Solutions), John Gremp (Chairman and CEO, 
FMC Technologies), Lorenzo Simonelli (President and CEO, GE Oil and Gas), Jean  
Cahuzac (CEO, Subsea 7), and Bruno Chabas (SBM Offshore).

Doreen Chin elaborated on the purpose of this talk. “As offshore develop-
ments continue to move into deeper waters, technology complexities, and 
challenges, CAPEX, resources and service requirements have increased sig-
nificantly’ she explained. ‘It is critical to understand from the operator’s side, 
shortages within the supply chain and how it will impact capital projects. It’s also 
imperative to ensure service capacity will be there when required. The industry 

OTC2015
SUPPLIER COSTS BEYOND  
THE LOW PRICE OF OIL

Courtesy of Corporate Event Images.
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OTC2015 – SUPPLIER COSTS BEYOND THE LOW PRICE OF OIL

is trending to seek long-term relationships, standardized 
products, avoid “gold-plated” solutions which specifica-
tions are beyond what is really needed, as in many deep-
water major development histories. In this highly competi-
tive and cost intensive environment, to achieve a win-win 
situation among service/product suppliers and operators, 
several major suppliers have formed alliances in project 
bidding, project supply, and technology development.’ She 
went on to speculate ‘Will this be a long term industrial so-
lution or a market driven short term approach? In this panel, 
leaders from six leading service providing companies to the 
subsea industry will discuss their view of how to best serve 
the industry, and how to achieve a win-win situation by col-
laborating while competing.’ 

Greg Carter then introduced Thierry Pilenko (Technip), 
who said that even though there were only subsea con-
tractors on the panel, he was happy to see a lot of people 
from oil companies among the audience. He went on to 
say that high costs were an issue even at last year’s OTC 
when the price of the barrel was at $110, but now at $60 
per barrel the pressure is even higher for everyone. So 
where are the increases in costs coming from when some 
fields are not even viable at $100/bbl anymore? Accord-
ing to Pilenko several factors contribute to the cost rises 
including the increasing requirement for national content 
in projects, technological complexities, lack of standardi-
zation, inflation of the salaries (for example the 50% sal-
ary increase in India in the last 3 years), scarcity of talent, 
and lower productivity (70% compared to the early 90s). 

He demonstrated less productivity with the example 
that the documentation requirement for a specific piece 
of equipment was 3 pages back in 1990; today exactly 
the same equipment requires 80 pages of documenta-
tion. The question is: how to reduce costs? Pilenko thinks 
the answer is to simplify, standardize, and integrate the 
supply chain: use know-how and lessons learned from 
previous projects instead of squeezing the supply chain. 
It is also important to introduce technology and engage 
the customer at the earliest stage possible, hence an alli-
ance between FMC (SPS) and Technip (SURF) was formed. 
Pilenko thinks that the subsea industry needs to rethink 
the supply chain just as the automotive and aerospace 
industries have successfully done previously. 

The next speaker was Luis Araujo who was appointed CEO 
of Aker Solutions in July 2014. He explained that this was the 
best possible time to become CEO, with the price of a barrel 
being above $100 and being posted to Norway during the 
summer months. Since then a lot of things have changed 
and the industry is facing a significant cost challenge. His 
solution for this challenge would be to increase operational 
excellence and introduce leaner processes (he estimates 
15% cost reduction as a result of such measures), standardi-
zation and predictable volumes (35% cost reduction), and 
technology (50% cost reduction). Araujo thinks that inno-
vation is key and we as an industry need to turn our ideas 
into reality faster than before. He gave an example: the 
concept of the full scale subsea compression facility that 
has been around since 1980, which has taken over 30 years 

Courtesy of Corporate Event Images: Thierry Pilenko, CEO, Technip. Courtesy of Corporate Event Images: Luis Araujo, CEO, Aker Solutions.
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to bring to the market. Maintaining the investment in R&D 
can be a tough choice to make at these times, but Aker see 
this as an important route to take in order to reduce costs 
in the longer term. Araujo also praised the alliance between 
Aker Solutions and Baker Hughes, saying that it comple-
ments the knowledge and expertise of the two parties from 
downhole to subsea. Finally he concluded his speech reit-
erating that collaboration is key with clients. He explained 
that a necessary step is needed to bring down procurement 
costs, to have a dialogue between customers and suppliers, 
and to standardize and move towards industrialization. 

Next up was John Gremp (FMC), who acknowledged that 
there were many common themes in the previous speeches 
that he also agreed with. The repetition means that there is 
a consensus on what needs to be done, and right now it’s 
much more urgent and fundamental with the low price of 
oil. Looking towards the future, he said that in about a dec-
ade there will be an oil supply decline, as we are currently 
using 40Mbbl/day of oil and 80% of the new discoveries 
have been in deepwater. These deepwater projects would 
need to be developed for the future. However they won’t 
be unless fundamental changes happen in the supply chain, 
due to a decline in returns for the oil companies in the last 
5 years for deepwater projects. Gremp thinks that the cost 
increases have come from the cost inflation of labor (33%) 
and from the change in requirements (geography, regula-
tory, etc.). The ways to reverse this and reduce costs could 
include using new business models (including joint ven-
tures and alliances), using new technologies (robotics, more 
software to reduce hardware, borrowing and implementing 
applications already used in other industries), and ensur-
ing more efficient project execution and standardization. 
Gremp opined that we have been talking about standardi-
zation for 3 decades now and the right opportunity has 
come as this is being encouraged by the operators. Deep-
water oil is a critical source of future supply and the focus is 
now on increasing the operator returns. 

Lorenzo Simonelli (GE Oil & Gas) gave the audience GE’s 
take on the prediction that in 2030 people will still rely on 
oil and gas as a major source of energy, and that cost esca-
lations are becoming a major issue. He explained that GE 
has the ability to borrow solutions from other industries 

within the GE group that they are leaders in. The indus-
tries he referred to were power, water, aerospace, and even 
health-care, where they have done a lot of R&D on X-ray, 
MR, and remote sensing technologies that could be used 
in the subsea arena. His solution for the challenge is modu-
larization, standardization, and sustainable approaches. Si-
monelli said that he would like to challenge the paradigm 
that is very common in this industry that every project is 
different. To change this, he said, collaboration for project 
optimization will be crucial. To conclude his speech, Simo-
nelli gave the audience an insight into how he sees the fu-
ture. New approaches, the industrial internet, advanced 
analytics, and predicting failures, he explained, will be used 
to curb unnecessary costs in the coming years.

John Cahuzac (Subsea 7) has been in the oil industry for 
36 years and has seen a few downturns during that time. 
During these periods, he explained, there was always talk 
about these topics mentioned here such as collaboration  
and standardization. However, this time he thinks it will 
really happen as the operators want a return on their 
money. He stated that we are in this together the opera-
tors and the suppliers to find a solution. However Cahuzac 
warns about repeating the same mistakes as before. In 
every previous downturn costs were decreased in a way 
that when things picked up again, prices blew up to even 
higher levels than before. This was because of shortages 
of resources and expertise when people left for other in-
dustries. This could potentially happen again in the long 
run. Cahuzac also said that the main obstacles right now 
are the increase of technical and operation challenges in 
deepwater, the decline of productivity due to several dif-
ferent factors, the lack of standardization, and in certain 
regions the local content requirements. He thinks that 
technology is key to answering these technical and opera-
tional challenges. But how to reduce the costs? His answer 
is the early involvement in projects for subsea installation 
companies, even at the earliest design stages. He is also 
keen to encourage collaboration between SPS and SURF 
contractors. This could result in identifying cost effective 
field layouts and other possible cost savings throughout 
the lifecycle of a project. Cahuzac also thinks that there 
is a need for an improved commercial model to align the 
operators and the service companies in a way that would 

Courtesy of Corporate Event Images: John Gremp, CEO, FMC Technologies. Courtesy of Corporate Event Images: Lorenzo Simonelli, CEO, GE Oil & Gas.
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mitigate the need for service companies to build unneces-
sary contingencies. This could focus both sides of project 
teams on project execution rather than conflict. Stand-
ardization is needed and it is an issue that needs to be led 
by the operators. As for local content requirements he 
knows that they were implemented with good intentions 
and it is a legitimate issue, but right now talks need to be 
done with national administrations to find short term so-
lutions in this current economic environment.

Finally, Bruno Chabas (SBM) was the last speaker on the 
panel. Chabas is an ex-Acergy/Subsea7 man, who thinks 
that now we have the opportunity to reduce costs in or-
der to make projects profitable again for oil companies. He 
explained that productivity has declined in recent years 
and at the same time the project execution times have in-
creased. In 2010 it took an average of 5 years to execute a 
subsea project. However, only 5 years later we are looking 
at 7 years on average for subsea project executions. SBM 
has already seen clients driving the standardization issue 
on some of their jobs. It is also crucial to use lessons learned 
at the front end phase of projects and rely on the expertise 
that is out there from previous projects. We don’t always 
need to reinvent the wheel.

He also reminded the audience that it’s important not to 
look only the CAPEX figures but observe the full lifecycle 
costs of the project. Finally he acknowledged the common 
thread of topics from the previous speakers, and stated 
that now is the time to make things economical again.

During the Q&A session with the audience the following 
topics and statements were discussed: 

 ƀ 4 years of over $100/bbl has ended now and  
the shareholder value will drive the change

 ƀ subsea contractors need to implement the  
changes as their survival could depend on this

 ƀ collaboration between the clients and peers:  
look for the guys that complement you

 ƀ do the panel members agree on standardization and how 
they will move forward with the issue? They all agreed 
on the concept of standardization, but it was also widely 
agreed that to achieve this, the drive needs to come from 
the top of the supply chain, from the oil companies. 

The message was clear: things need to change and subsea 
companies have the plans to implement these changes. It 
was also clear that some of these adjustments need to be 
driven from the level of the oil companies. As one of the 
subsea executives elegantly put it: ‘it is very difficult to 
standardize when one of our clients has 22 different speci-
fications just for yellow paint’. Oil companies can’t expect 
significant cost reduction related to standardization, unless 
they are willing to make the first steps towards standardiza-
tion themselves and reflect this within their own technical 
procedures. However every subsea project is slightly differ-
ent, so this is an issue that is more easily said than done.

Courtesy of Corporate Event Images: Jean Cahuzac, CEO, Subsea 7. Courtesy of Corporate Event Images: Bruno Chabas, CEO, SBM Offshore.
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Although Northern Europe’s maritime climes may regularly leave your average 
ROV professional ringing the excess water from their coveralls, some consolation 
is found in the idea that with summer comes the expectation of broader opera-
tional windows, lengthier projects and, of course, attractive global opportunities. 
So, as June 2015 is now upon us, hopes of summer prospects across the global 
subsea sector are starting to mirror Billy’s longing for a few more rays of sunshine.

Yet, whilst those in some perennially chilly Northern Hemisphere countries have 
already started to cheer the mercury’s modest rise above 14°C, large tracts of 
the ROV community are still waiting for the metaphorical subsea cold-snap of 
Q1 and Q2 2015 to fully thaw. The global stage is still characterised by volatile 
market conditions, diminishing project books, and the occasional corporate flir-
tation with financial insecurity. In some quarters there is a consensus that the 
Subsea Sector will remain subjected to degrees of austerity and restraint until 
at least Q1 or Q2 2016.

Many ROV service providers are now utilising their existing staff and skills more 
effectively than ever before, retaining internal resources to pursue strategic 
goals, instead of incurring extra costs by instinctively reaching out to the ROV 
sector’s traditional third party suppliers. Now more than ever, clients are look-
ing for dependable partners to help them navigate through stormy waters and 
contractors are searching for someone they can trust to represent them in the 
market: cue the end of the ROV ‘bodyshop’ era.

Since its origins in Holland in the late 80’s, Atlas Professionals has taken one of 
its core values to ‘Invest in People’ and has consciously eschewed the ‘quick win’ 
recruitment stereotype in favour of a more considered, knowledge-based and 
service-oriented approach to personnel provision. 

WEATHERING  
THE SEASONS 
OF THE ROV INDUSTRY

A wry smiling Billy Connolly once quipped that ‘there are only two seasons in Scotland: June 
and winter’,  a sentiment that many who have journeyed to the North Sea via Aberdeen In-
ternational Airport would agree with. Billy’s observation is bleak yet optimistic, providing 
us not only with a handy weather tip, but also a framing of the ROV sector’s fortunes so far.
As leading offshore personnel provider Atlas Professionals will suggest, if times are harsh 
for some then there is an increasing feeling that for others – the ROV service providers, 
agents and freelancers with the correct approach, knowledge, and mentality – June 2015 is 
set to mark the start of a cautiously optimistic subsea summer season.
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Today, you’ll find an Atlas office in 16 countries, offering 
clients access to dedicated administration and logistical 
teams, international tax specialists, regulatory compli-
ance advisors, and a 24/7 emergency response facility. MLC 
compliance, ISO9001 certification and IMCA affiliation have 
been accounted for, and initiatives such as its in-house 
freelance competency programme reinforce the impres-
sion that Atlas is giving something back to its industry. 

A cornerstone of Atlas’ development has always been the 
hiring and nurturing of passionate staff with a genuine 
interest in the offshore industry, as has its drive to forge 
varied, long-term freelance careers for its inner circle of 
professionals. This enduring formula has served both 
Atlas and their clientele well during previous downturns, 
and it now seems like its ROV business unit – with dedi-
cated teams in the UK and Asia-Pacific regions – is set to 
build on the organisation’s solid foundations during this 
summer season. 

There also remains an infectious energy, with Atlas’ ROV 
trio Leanne Stephenson, Will Best, and Cynthia Ong 
(based in Singapore). The phone still rings off the hook, 
clients and contractors still call in for ad-hoc meetings 
(and slices of cake), and many a long evening is still spent 
consulting, advising, helping, and updating customers, 
so things might not be as bleak as we had feared at the 
start of this article. 

Importantly, though, an ever-increasing number of ROV 
professionals are being offered work with Atlas’ extensive 
portfolio of clients, with Glynn – the sought after Sub Eng 
of 9 years – travelling for a berth on a left-field scientific 
expedition in the Mid-Atlantic, to Rodrigo – the talented 
3rd year Pilot Tech – who has put his personal plans on hold 
to assist with a last minute system mob in Bergen. Things 
might not be as bleak as we had originally feared. 

Atlas’ ROV crewing team already work with some of the 
largest ROV companies in the world as a preferred or sole 
personnel supplier. Even so, this month alone they have 
signed framework agreements with new ROV clients based 
in the UK, Norway, Singapore, and the US. To help facilitate 
this exciting potential for present and future growth in the 
ROV market, UK Director Andrew Blears has announced the 
imminent opening of a new office in Lowestoft, UK, whilst 
extending a warm welcome to Team Leader Tonia Weldon 
and Personnel Coordinator Rosie Parr, both of whom are 
already very highly regarded in the ROV crewing field. 

2015 might not have quite offered up the levels of activity 
that many of us have come to expect in recent years, but it 
is refreshing to see how Atlas Professionals, their ROV team, 
clients, and contractors have been buoyed by the arrival of 
June. If we manage our expectations accordingly, and ensure 
that we have the right partners by our side, we will hopefully 
see an end to the offshore winter when June becomes July.
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Apart from the price of oil and cost  
reduction discussions, this year’s OTC  
held some interesting surprises.  
Oceaneering International was presented 
with the prestigious OTC Spotlight  
New Technology Awards. The awards were 
presented to Kevin McEvoy (CEO) and his 
team for the Deepwater Pile Dredge and 
the Magna Subsea Inspection System™ 
(also known as the Sea Turtle) respectively. 
The awards honour innovative technologies  
based on a broad appeal to the industry, 
proven capabilities through full scale  
application or successful prototype  
testing, and significant impact with  
benefits beyond existing technologies. 
Oceaneering was one of three companies  
to receive multiple 2015 Spotlight Awards. 

OCEANEERING WINS 

SPOTLIGHT  
NEW TECHNOLOGY  

AWARDS 
AT OTC

Courtesy of Corporate Event Images: Kevin McEvoy (CEO, Oceaneering)  and Team  
receive the Spotlight New Technology Award for the Deepwater Pile Dredge.

Courtesy of Corporate Event Images: Kevin McEvoy (CEO, Oceaneering) and Team  
receive the Spotlight New Technology Award for the Magna Subsea Inspection System. Courtesy of Oceaneering: Deepwater Pile Dredge in operation subsea.
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The Magna Subsea Inspection System™ is a versatile 
screening inspection tool that can assess the mechanical 
integrity of assets at a high rate of speed, without disrupt-
ing production. The advanced system is ROV-deployable, 
can inspect 360° around the pipe, and provides real-time 
data of the wall condition with a single deployment.

The Deepwater Pile Dredge (DWPD) is an electrically-driven 
system with pumps that provide water jetting and suction 
to excavate piles at any depth. The jetting provides a 360° 
pattern to fluidize the soil inside the pile. Meanwhile, the 
suction pumps remove material such as sand, rock and clay.
The DWPD was selected based on its innovative technology, 
broad appeal to the industry, proven capabilities through 
full-scale application, and significant impact with benefits 
beyond existing technologies.

As exploration and production move to deeper waters, the 
ability to dredge at greater depths is crucial. While pile 
dredges are often run using a topside spread that supplies 
hydraulic power to the dredge, the DWPD is powered by an 
electrical umbilical similar to an ROV. Whereas other dredg-
es’ effective depths are greatly limited, the DWPD has no 
real depth limit.

This innovative tool is controlled topside from a dedicated 
control van. The DWPD is guided into a pile by an ROV, 
which also operates manual valves to control the water 

jetting. Markings on the dredge are used to ensure proper 
depth is achieved, and that the critical internal features of 
the pile are successfully cleared of debris.

With the DWPD, equipment and infrastructures can be 
properly installed. The advanced tool helps support subsea 
assets by safely and efficiently removing soil, and trans-
porting it in a controlled manner to a discharge site.

One final surprise from this year’s OTC was the revelation of 
the first NEXXUS work class vehicle, which was presented 
at the exhibition for the first time in public. It is currently 
undergoing testing, but we will look at this new heavy work 
class ROV system – which meets the API Standard 53 require-
ments for BOP intervention – in the next issue of ROV Planet. 

Photo: Oceaneering reveals the new NEXXUS ROV at OTC.
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OGAS is a collaboration of six training and education provid-
ers for the industry. These are the University of Aberdeen, 
Forth Valley College, Heriot-Watt University, North East Col-
lege Scotland, Robert Gordon University, and ASET Interna-
tional Oil and Gas Training Academy. At OGAS we are currently 
involved in a range of pilot programmes, to address training 
and educational requirements in the oil and gas industry.

The industry is recovering from its first quarter 2015 state 
of flux. However, no one should be in any doubt that a 
groundswell has happened, and the nature of employment 
in most companies has changed and will continue to do 
so. The companies realise that they can no longer justify 
higher costs and so greater resources must be deployed in 
employees’ training.

Such training should be an ongoing process and we are ac-
tively working with many organisations to cooperate in the 
development of robust, internationally understood, and 
transparent training recognition systems using the Scot-
tish Credit and Qualifications Framework for this work.

Oceaneering International Inc. is currently working with OGAS 
on a project to credit rate various existing Oceaneering train-
ing courses. The objective of this exercise will be to review 
and evaluate the Oceaneering training programmes using 
the SCQF framework as a basis for the award of certification 
that will reflect the quality of Oceaneering’s world-class train-
ing programmes and provide individuals with internationally 
recognised certification. SCQF credits automatically relate to 
all other credit rating systems in the UK, the European Credit 
transfer system, and internationally with systems in Africa, 
South East Asia, and Australasia. The Oceaneering courses - 

THE ACCREDITATION  
OF THE OCEANEERING  
TRAINING PROGRAMMES  
BY OGAS By Rulzion Rattray,  

Director of OGAS

The Oil and Gas Academy of Scotland (OGAS) was established to support 
Scottish Government objectives for the Energy sector. We bring together  
existing skills and expertise with partner institutions and training pro-
viders to facilitate innovative and effective oil and gas training and 
education. This enables us to support the next generation of industry 
experts in order to keep Scotland at the forefront of the oil and gas industry.

once credit rated - will provide the possibility for the estab-
lishment of articulation routes between Oceaneering courses 
and formal qualifications provided by international Further 
and Higher Education partners. 

All individuals who successfully complete an Oceaneering 
credit rated course will have a robust record of participant 
achievement and assessment using a sophisticated and 
internationally accessible database, that will also help pro-
vide a robust audit trail for QA purposes.

We have already had significant interest from major or-
ganisations and training providers, and we are all singing 
from the same hymn sheet. We are in no doubt that there 
will be thousands of jobs to fill in the years ahead for ap-
propriately qualified individuals, and so we all have to work 
towards getting the best people to fit these jobs.

We have consulted at length with a wide range of represent-
atives from the Oil and Gas industry. Through early work in 
the form of pilot projects, we’ve identified a clear need for 
a more coherent approach to the development of industry 
wide recognition systems for training and development for 
Oil and Gas in general, and ROV operators in particular.

The creation of a collaborative structure between the OGAS 
further and higher education partners and industry has fo-
cussed on establishing a transparent recognition system. 
This will place an internationally recognised academic value 
on learning in the form of SCQF (Scottish Credit and Qualifi-
cations Framework) credits and levels for existing and new 
industry training programmes, which will result in signifi-
cant benefits for the industry.



The system will also meet many of the requirements of the 
Scottish Government’s Skills for Scotland Strategy. In ad-
dition it will help achieve a culture of real partnership be-
tween employers and education, where employers view 
themselves as co-investors and co-designers rather than 
simply customers.

The reality is that we will probably have to accept more 
competitive salaries, in comparative terms, in the years 
ahead. But again, comparatively, oil and gas will remain a 
very worthwhile and lucrative industry to enter and build 
a career in. It will still require people for many, many years 
ahead: either straight out of school or university, or further 
on down the road ‘career changers’.

My initial career, prior to academia and oil and gas, was forged 
in the mining industry and it strikes me that there are distinct 
parallels between the mining and ROV environments.

In the mining industry workers need to be certified for a 
specific task before doing their job. This in turn leads to 
more efficient operations and a safer working environment. 
A uniformity in the industry, based not just on qualifica-
tions, but ability and experience, can help us push up ROV 
standards and ensure that the next generation of workers 
are the best yet. The work hard and play hard comparison 
between miners and oil workers is also evident, but per-
haps something best left for another day.

Things may appear gloomy at the moment but we will turn the 
corner as we have done before, and find that much brighter 
days will rapidly come into focus. The key to this, to my mind, 
is nurturing the talent we so clearly have in this industry-aca-
demia training initiative we are determined to foster. We have 
a unique opportunity, and I am adamant it is one we must take.

Photo: Rulzion Rattray, Director of OGAS



Courtesy of Delta SubSea: The EUREKA Tool. 

Courtesy of Delta SubSea

Courtesy of Delta SubSea
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The EUREKA is being developed in order to locate hydrate 
plug formations. The tool will use a non-contact technology; 
sensor components will be unaffected by process pressure, 
temperature, and corrosive properties. The system is able to 
detect minimal differences of density on media in the pipe-
line. The density difference from gas, oil, wax, asphaltene, hy-
drates, and sand allows the system to localize with precision 
the location of total or partial blockage in the pipe. 
Scott Dingman, Delta SubSea President and CEO, said 
‘This framework agreement reflects Delta SubSea’s 
strategy to develop cutting edge tooling solutions and 
lead the industry in developing reliable methods of di-
agnosing flow abnormalities,and to assess the integrity 
of pipelines. Our goal is to be able to provide a tool that 
is able to detect [any] issue on pipelines and intervene 
quickly to reinstate production.’ 
The ROV operable, EUREKA, is frame equipped with source 
holder, detector, electronic canister, buoyancies, rollers, and 
a propulsion system that allows the tool to move along the 
pipe at variable speeds, from 1 to 20 ft/min depending on 
the content of the pipeline and the nature of the plug. Some 
benefits of the tool include no interruption to production, 
no risk of stuck pig, no coating removal, fast measurements, 
and immediate visualization of the results.

DELTA SUBSEA’S REVOLUTIONARY  
PIPELINE SUBSEA GAMMA RAY  
HYDRATE LOCALIZATION TOOL

Delta SubSea - the leading integrated independent provider of subsea services and 
solutions, in partnership with VEGA Americas Inc. -, started developing a Subsea 
Gamma Ray Hydrate Localization Tool known as EUREKA.

EUREKA



Courtesy of Delta SubSea: Wet testing. Courtesy of Delta SubSea
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Here is a more detailed examination of the phenomenon 
of hydrate formation and the technology behind the  
EUREKA tool, with the benefits and potential applica-
tions of the system:

GAS HYDRATES
Gas hydrates are ice-like crystalline structures, with gas 
components such as methane and carbon dioxide as mol-
ecules trapped in cavities formed by water molecules. Solid 
gas hydrates may form at temperatures above the water 
freezing point. Whenever a system of natural gas and water 
exists in specific conditions, especially at high pressure and 
low temperatures, we expect the formation of hydrates.
Gas hydrates are a very costly problem in petroleum explo-
ration and production operations. Hydrates can plug gas 
gathering systems and transmission pipelines in both sub-
sea environments and on the surface. In offshore explo-
rations, the main concern is the multiphase transfer lines 
from the wellhead to the production platform where low 
seabed temperatures and high operation pressures pro-
mote the formation of gas hydrates.

HYDRATE EQUILIBRIUM CURVE
The pressures and temperatures on the Q1Q2 line (figure 1.)  
represent the conditions during which the three-phase liq-
uid water, hydrocarbon vapor and hydrate are in equilibri-
um. At the right side of this line no hydrates form. However 
hydrates begin to form at this line and become more stable 
at a higher pressure and/or lower temperature.

HYDRATE LOCALIZATION
Hydrate plugging is one of the major flow assurance chal-
lenges, and as oil and gas production moves into harsh and 
challenging environments, there is a growing challenge to 
prevent hydrate plug formation. The applicability and ef-
ficiency of remediation methods depend on locating an ac-
cumulation or plug, and new techniques for accurate locali-
zation and remediation are greatly required.

RADIATION DENSITY MEASUREMENT
Radiation-based density measurement is a non-contact 
technology. Sensor components are unaffected by media 
pressure, temperature, or corrosive properties. The radia-
tion passed through the pipe does not affect the media. 
The system is deployed external to the pipeline and does 
not require any downtime for use. 

TECHNOLOGY
Delta SubSea in partnership with VEGA Americas is de-
veloping an ROV operated tool to be used up to 3,000 m 
deep. The tool is composed of a source holder and a de-
tector mounted on opposite sides of the pipe. A cesium-137 
Isotope is used as the source of gamma radiation, and is 
passed as a collimated beam through the pipe toward the 
detector. The gamma rays are dampened when penetrat-
ing the pipe wall and the medium. The detector on the 
opposite side of the pipe infers the density based on the 
amount of radiation received.
The ROV operable tool is equipped with source holder, de-
tector, electronic canister, buoyancies, rollers, and a propul-
sion system that allows the tool to move along the pipe at 
variable speeds from 1 to 20 ft/min depending on the con-
tent of the pipeline and the nature of the plug. The tool is 
tethered to the ROV.

APPLICATIONS
Flow Assurance: The Tool provides flow assurance special-
ists with a reliable method of diagnosing flow abnormalities 
due to partial or total plugs within pipelines without inter-
ruption to pipeline operations. Flow Assurance specialists 
can now obtain an accurate indication of hydrate, asphal-
tene, wax, and sand build-up in pipelines with a productivity 
and reliability which is impossible using any other technology.



Courtesy of Delta SubSea

Courtesy of Delta SubSea: Wet testing with main DSS test tank in the background.

Courtesy of Delta SubSea: Wet testing.
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EUREKA – HYDRATE LOCALIZATION TOOL

Asset Integrity: The tool can measure metal losses on the 
pipeline. Used in combination with the Incotest, it forms a 
complete system to assess the integrity of the pipeline, and 
to measure with precision the thickness whilst detecting 
any erosion or corrosion.
UXO (Unexploded ordnance): Performing density measure-
ments, the tool is able to discriminate the content of a UXO, 
either inert or explosive.

BENEFITS
 ƀ System not intrusive for the pipeline: it evaluates the 

contents of pipelines, also unpiggable and coated;

 ƀ No production interruption;

 ƀ No risk of a stuck pig;

 ƀ No coating removal, with significant cost saving and 
elimination of the risk for the pipes being damaged or 
corroded during coating removal or re-application;

 ƀ Fast measurements: up to 20 ft/min,  
(9 km/day) depending on the media;

 ƀ Real time visualization of the results;

 ƀ No needs for dredging with the basic tools  
with measurements taken at 3 and 9 o’clock;

 ƀ It can visualize wall deterioration  
due to corrosion or erosion as well;

 ƀ Easily deployable and operable by ROV;

 ƀ Gen II will include hydraulic cylinders  
to move vertically source and detector;

 ƀ Gen III will include a rotating plate for  
measurements 360 degrees around the pipe;

 ƀ Fast and reliable screening of a pipeline  
to diagnose flow abnormalities;

 ƀ Lightweight system, less than 500 lbs in air,  
less than 150 lbs in seawater;

 ƀ Easily deployable and operable by ROV;

 ƀ Extremely cost effective, with ROV/Vessel time in mind;

In April 2015 a Test Campaign was held at the DSS Tooling 
Solution Facilities in Houston. Tests included dry and wet 
tests with different pipelines and media. The testing re-
sults showed a very well defined correlation between the 
measurements and the media contained in the pipeline. In 
particular the gas/hydrate (ice) and the oil/sand interfaces 
were extremely defined, and with quick scanning at 10-15 
ft/min. Meanwhile oil/ice/wax interfaces required slightly 
slower speeds and faster frequency of acquisition.
A specific test has been carried out on a calibrated plate, 
to assess the ability of the tool to detect thickness varia-
tions on the pipeline caused by corrosion or erosion. The 
measurement results have shown an accuracy within 5% of 
thickness measurement with this technology.
The successful test results provided the input to proceed 
with full development of the tool, and the development of 
the prototype is in progress at the time of writing. The ex-
pected availability of the tool for offshore deployment is 
projected for autumn of this year. 



2X Deepwater Capabilities 
Olympic Delta joins HOS Bayou to expand 
Delta SubSea’s global reach

For best-in-class ROV services…top to bottom, 
Delta SubSea gets the job done right.

+1-936-582-7237 | deltasubsea-rov.com 

HOS Bayou, GOM
• New build, Jones Act compliant 

• US fl agged

 • Two Delta Subsea Schilling HD 
150HP work-class ROV and 150T 

subsea crane/3,000M wire

   • Vessel management by 
Hornbeck Off shore

• 70 POB

Olympic Delta
• New build, DNV compliant

• NOR fl agged

• Two Delta Subsea Schilling HD   
150HP work-class ROVs

• Moon pool and 80t subsea   
 crane/2,500M wire

• Vessel management by    
 Olympic Shipping

• 80 POB
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ROV BOP intervention 
to API 53 standards:

We’ve got  
 the power.

Schilling Robotics’ new UHD-III ROV with  
integrated ISOL-8 Pump is the only ROV  
powerful enough to meet API 53 guidelines  
for BOP emergency override. All by itself.  
At 250-horsepower, it’s the most powerful  
and versatile ROV ever made for subsea  
construction, IRM and drill support operations. 
It’s the ROV you’ve been waiting for. And you 
don’t have to wait any longer.

Copyright © FMC Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

www.fmctechnologies.com

FMC Technologies
 ROV Planet

210mm x 297mm
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ROV Planet has interviewed Tyler Schilling, President 
of FMC Technologies’ Schilling Robotics about the 
design of their new UHD-III ROV. This ROV features 
some new design concepts, and we were interested 
to find out more about the technology and solutions 
that have been utilized in the final model.

 ƀ RICHIE ENZMANN: Can you please tell me more about the 
Schilling UHD-III design in general? What are the main 
differences and advantages over other work class ROV 
designs on the market?

 ƀ TYLER SCHILLING: There were a number of things being 
considered, which were along the lines of Schilling Robot-
ics’ design theme of improved productivity offshore. This 
underlying concept has been used for the design of the 
UHD-III ROVs as well.

THE  

SCHILLING UHD-III 
INTERVIEW WITH  
TYLER SCHILLING
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THE SCHILLING UHD-III – INTERVIEW WITH TYLER SCHILLING

The generation III UHD has unprecedented hydraulic 
power and intervention fluid capabilities like no ROV has 
ever had before. It also provides the customer the flex-
ibility of power and fluid throughput for their specific 
requirements depending on the task that needs to be 
achieved. The fluid output capabilities of the vehicle are 
120HP, which is compared to the 30–40HP fluid output 
that you would normally get with a regular ROV. 
However with recent events – such as the Macondo oil spill 

– more regulations have come into place, and the API 53 
standard has made it a requirement to be able to perform 
an emergency BOP closure within 45 seconds using an ROV.
Another interesting concept about this ROV is that the 
pump parameters are defined by software rather than 
hardware, which I will explain later in more detail.

 ƀ RE: Can you elaborate more on the configuration of the 
different hydraulic circuits and the roles of the primary 
and auxiliary pumps? Are they two separate systems, or 
is there a connection between the two circuits?

 ƀ TS: There are 2 hydraulic pumps on the ROV: the main 
250HP pump and the ISOL-8 auxiliary pump. The main 
pump is driving the thrusters and used for the pro-
pulsion of the vehicle. In addition, it is also used for the 
manipulator arms. However, the main hydraulic circuit is 
connected to the ISOL-8 auxiliary pump to drive that. In 
this configuration the two circuits are not isolated from 
each other, but the ROV has the capability to utilize all the 
power available to any single application. 

 ƀ RE: So basically the main hydraulic pump could drive the 
ROV into position and once it has grabbed the ROV panel 
and secured its position, then the main pump can use all 
the power for the tooling application.

 ƀ TS: Exactly. The secondary circuit provided by the ISOL-8 
pump can operate on two different types of fluid for two 
separate applications. To give you an example, the opera-
tor could use conventional hydraulic fluid with the torque 
tool and, let’s say, some water glycol for fluid interven-
tion on the Xmas tree or the BOP, depending on what the 
mission requires. If the hydraulic reservoirs are depleted 

and there is an emergency to close the BOP shearing 
rams, then the ROV is capable of pumping seawater as 
the working fluid to close the BOP.

 ƀ RE: I guess that’s the final line of defense, and you 
wouldn’t want to pump seawater instead of hydraulic oil 
into your subsea infrastructure.

 ƀ TS: Yes. However we have designed the ISOL-8 to be able 
to pump seawater and for the design we have used ma-
terials that would not corrode if the operator were to use 
seawater as a working fluid. The pipes and the ISOL-8 
pump would not corrode in this case.

 ƀ RE: Very interesting! What kind of pump is the ISOL-8 
auxiliary? Are there pistons inside to achieve the fluid 
displacement and compression (similar to a swash plate 
pump)? Or is it a gear pump, a vane pump, or perhaps 
something completely different?

 ƀ TS: We have completely redesigned the pump ourselves. 
Normally what is available out there on the market is a 
pump that has been designed for onshore applications 
and has somewhat been marinized for subsea and ROV 
use. They are usually heavy, large, and not that reliable. 
On the other hand the ISOL-8 pump is purpose-designed 
and is the size of a briefcase that is capable of pumping 
60-Gallons per minute at 5,000 psi. Using a conventional 
pump to achieve this same capacity of fluid throughput 
would require the ROV operator to use a separate skid to 
house the conventional pump.
What we have done was to create 8 identical duplex 
pumps connected to a configurable manifold. Each 
pump is a servo controlled machine and we synchro-
nize all of them using software. This provides the fluid 
tolerance benefits of the duplex pump, but also pro-
vides very smooth output flow. The configurable mani-
fold allows a customer to choose if they want to run 
two fluids at the same time or join all 8 pumps together 
for maximum flow.
Using conventional duplex pumps the circuit would see 
pressure spikes that would cause the premature failure 
of the pump, valves, and piping. By using software con-

Courtesy of Schilling Robotics: The ISOL-8 pump Courtesy of Schilling Robotics
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trol of each piston’s position and speed these spikes can 
be reduced resulting in a smooth output flow. Also, the 
customer has complete control over the pressure and 
the flowrate of the ISOL-8 pump directly from the op-
erator’s console.
Another thing we do for Schilling Robotics ROVs is that 
when we design equipment, we create high capability 
hardware which can be further enhanced and further 
augmented with software. This is based on the idea of 
making simple robust hardware that expresses most of 
its function through software.
Originally I started working in the automotive industry on 
engines, so the analogy I can give you would be similar 
to a carburetor within a car that regulates the flow of air 

and gasoline into the engine cylinders. The carburetor 
evolved into a complicated mechanical device that at-
tempted to deal with the various speed and load condi-
tions of the car. With electronic fuel injection, the fuel 
injector – which is a high performance but simple so-
lenoid valve – is the main hardware device, and all of the 
variations in behavior are provided through software. 
With this approach, the efficiency of the engine can be 
increased. The same is true for our ISOL-8 pump.
Another design point that we have carried through was the 
60 minute service and repair of items to make service-
ability easier for our customers in the field. This concept 
is based on the idea that service and repair procedures 
should take no more than 60 minutes by design. We used 
to argue about whether this detail or that detail would 
make a given design easier or harder to repair or service. 
When we decided to use a simple metric that could be veri-
fied, it transformed how we thought about design.
With the UHD-III we were also determined to shrink the 
volume of the infrastructure components of the ROV, in 
order to increase the payload capability. By infrastruc-
ture components I mean the plumbing, structure, power 
supplies, and the cabling. We achieved this by reducing 
the number of connections and hoses, and integrating as 
many parts as we could into one single component. This 
allows more room for the customer to fit their tools and 
accessories. This has the added benefit of increasing reli-
ability. With machines in general, the primary source of 
failure are at the interconnections. Hence our goal was to 
reduce them in order to increase reliability.
This has also allowed us to increase the fluid carrying ca-
pability of the vehicle and the UHD-III is capable of stor-
ing at least 100 gallons of fluid inside its frame.

 ƀ RE: What about the control system and electronics? Have 
there been any developments?

 ƀ TS: This vehicle has a new type of HD video system that 
is not just a new HD camera, but something beyond that. 
We firmly believe that video will be used for much more 
than simply viewing the operations. In our new sys-
tem, the high definition video signal of the camera goes 
through compression electronics inside the camera itself, 
with minimal latency. It feeds into the ROV’s Ethernet, 
which is the backbone for communications and control 
of the ROV. Instead of having both copper and fibre, the 
HD camera uses a single copper connection. This makes 
accommodating HD video much easier. Furthermore, all 
sensor data is fed through the same Ethernet network 
and will in future versions be embedded into each video 
frame as meta data. This will provide the ability to search 
large amounts of video based on sensor readings.

 ƀ RE: Very clever! Then I guess you could search for footage 
that you would like to see at a certain depth for example. 

 ƀ TS: Yes, this feature will be very useful for our customers 
when they can search for an event between certain bands 

Courtesy of Schilling Robotics: The Control Cabin of the UHD-III ROV

Courtesy of Schilling Robotics: The rear of the UHD-III ROV
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of information, such as depth, eastings and northings, CP 
values, etc . Usually the processing of the recordings and 
finding the right information can take considerable time

 ƀ RE: In your opinion, in which direction can we see further 
developments or technical breakthroughs in the work-
class ROV designs of the future? Maybe something that 
we could see on future generation IV vehicles as well?

 ƀ TS: In the next generation of vehicles we will be likely to 
see elements of content in the video footage itself, simi-
lar to augmented reality. The ROV will have access to a 
database of information on the field model/layout, and 
the software will be able to recognize shapes and pat-
terns in-situ and draw them on the screen within the 
video. This could come in very handy where there is low 
visibility and certain objects are only partially visible.

 ƀ RE: What do you think about the future of ROVs and 
AUVs? Are they going to be separate or will the hybrid 
vehicles become the vehicles of the future?

 ƀ TS: I think the automobile industry is a good proxy for 
ROVs, but they are 4–5 decades ahead of us. If you look 
at racing cars or work trucks each one has its advantages. 
But what we see more often in the market is something in 
the middle, for example SUVs are becoming very popu-
lar. SUVs are neither the best for high speed racing, nor 
for heavy duty transport work, but can somewhat fulfill 
both purpose of high speed and transport.

This is likely to happen in the ROV industry in the 
future. ROV designers are starting to design ROVs 
with AUV behavioral traits. On the other hand the 
AUV designers are looking into applications that are 
now more than just collecting data. They are trying 
to develop automatic docking of vehicles and also to 
put manipulator arms on their vehicles in the future. 
Somewhere in the future the gap between the two 
technologies will eventually close…

THE SCHILLING UHD-III – INTERVIEW WITH TYLER SCHILLING
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BACKGROUND
The DTG2 is a battery powered, two thruster, mini ROV built by Deep Trekker Inc. 
in Canada and has been on the market for several years now. I wrote a review of 
the DTG2 early last year and found that while it’s portable, affordable, and well 
built, at times it could also be a challenge to maneuver. Overall though, I thought 
this quality product's pros greatly outweighed its few cons. Since that review I've 
continued to use my DTG2 for a wide variety of tasks, from dock, piling, and ves-
sel hull inspections, to a marine species survey.

I recently sent my DTG2 back to Canada for firmware updates and options up-
grades. Deep Trekker offers four models of the DTG2. All four are based on the 
same base ROV design, the difference being the options that are included. My 
newly reborn DTG2 was to be upgraded to the top of the line ‘Worker’ model, 
with a full sensor package, 2 DoF grabber, and slip ring tether reel.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
In my last review what I was most impressed with was the DTG2's quality of de-
sign and construction. The shape and propulsion are unlike that of any other 
ROV on the market. It is spherical in shape with one thruster on each side, and 
although it lacks a third thruster for vertical movement, it accomplishes this by 
rotating its exterior shell. I think I described its operation best in my last review:

How the DTG2 can maneuver with only two thrusters is really clever and the key 
to what is overall a very successful design. Explaining how the design works can 
be a bit difficult, but perhaps most easily described as "three interconnected 
pendulums". The first pendulum is the DTG2's "flying saucer" shaped exterior 
shell. This shell is composed of two cast aluminum halves, each integrating a 
magnetically coupled thruster, and joined down the center by a cylindrically 
shaped transparent window. The second pendulum is inside the shell and holds 
the batteries (ballast) and logic boards. The third pendulum is the camera tilt 
frame. The only pendulum which remains stationary while the ROV is flown is 
the battery / ballast pendulum. The other two (exterior shell / thrusters and 
camera frame) are rotated by use of the hand controller. Since this design lacks a 
vertically oriented thruster, it rotates the vertical angle of the two main thrust-
ers to propel the ROV up and down.

DEEP TREKKER DTG2 
‘WORKER’ REVIEW 

by Paul M. Unterweiser

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Paul M. Unterweiser is a retired US Navy officer and USCG licensed master. He is also an ROV pilot, instructor and – for the last eight 
years – president of Marine Simulation (www.marinesimulation.com), a software company located in California specializing in developing 
training simulators for ROV pilot schools and other marine industry applications.

Courtesy of Deep Trekker
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DEEP TREKKER DTG2 ‘WORKER’ REVIEW

I have to say, when my new DTG2 arrived, I was just as im-
pressed with the improvements as I was with the original. 
Deep Trekker had obviously paid attention to customer 
feedback as many of the issues I encountered in the past 
were addressed with this updated ROV.

SETUP AND PORTABILITY
The DTG2 is entirely battery powered, and after using other 
ROVs that required me to lug a 50 pound generator to the 
launch site, I have to say I am a convert; battery powered 
mini ROVs are the future, plain and simple.

Ease of transport and speed of set up have to be two of 
the DTG2's biggest advantages. Everything comes in a  
single, watertight-style case. Open the case and pull out the 
components, connect the hand controller, power it up, put 
the ROV in the water, and you're ready to operate. With 
the slip-ring tether reel, it is easily a one-person set up and 
operation. Although I never timed it, I doubt it takes more 
than 5 minutes.

Deep Trekker claims the DTG2 has 6 to 8 hours of nor-
mal operating time after a full charge, and although 
I've never operated my DTG2 until the batteries were 
flat, I have frequently operated it continuously for 3 to 
4 hours. Based on how long the batteries took to re-
charge, it didn't appear that I had used more than 50% 
of the batteries' power, so I'm guessing their estimate is 
pretty accurate.

CONTROL AND MANEUVERING
I operated the DTG2 in waters that are typical for the area 
I work in, San Diego Bay, California. Visibility was poor, less 
than a meter, and there was a slight current (less than 1 
knot) due to an outgoing tide. Operating an ROV in nearly 
zero visibility is a challenge, and I wanted to see just how 
well the DTG2 could handle it.

This model DTG2 includes an On Screen Display (OSD). The 
OSD displays all the pertinent information you'd expect of 
a ROV of this class, and – with the exception of the bat-
tery levels – are entirely numeric. In a few cases, such as 
pitch, roll, and camera angle, a little more information on 
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Courtesy of Paul Unterweiser: The DTG2 with the Grabber

Courtesy of Paul Unterweiser: DTG2 Thrusters

Courtesy of Paul Unterweiser: DTG2
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the screen would have been helpful. I also found that the 
ROV battery level display wasn't particularly accurate and I 
was better off estimating battery levels by hours of opera-
tion instead.

The 2 DoF grabber on the other hand is easy enough to 
operate. The jaws are opened and closed using two but-
tons on the left front of the controller. The rotation is 
controlled by the horizontal axis on the right joystick. In 
this way both degrees of freedom can be controlled at 
the same time. You can also rotate the external thruster 
housing, thus giving the grabber a third degree of free-
dom. In addition to using the right joystick, a keypad 
combination allows you to rotate and hold the housing to 
a desired angle and then leave it there. One interesting 
thing I learned was that the grabber cannot be rotated 
while the jaws are closed. This is because when the jaws 
are closed a locking mechanism is engaged which pre-
vents the jaws from opening inadvertently under load.

I also tested the auto-heading and auto-depth features 
at different depths. At high speed the auto-heading had 
a hard time maintaining a magnetic course, zig-zagging 
pretty erratically. At slow speeds or while stopped, it per-

Jeffrey Lotz is in charge of the quickly grow-
ing Deep Trekker Engineering and Produc-
tion team. He works alongside business 
partner Sam Macdonald, who leads both the 
sales and marketing departments.

Jeffrey graduated from Conestoga College in 
Kitchener, Ontario in 2002. He earned a Diplo-
ma in the Mechanical Engineering Technology –  
Design and Analysis programme. During his 
studies he focused on applied mechanics, cal-
culus, CAD software, and design. Jeffrey main-
tained an honour roll average throughout his 
time at Conestoga College, graduating with a 
98% overall average in his final year.

In 2002, Jeffrey designed and built an ROV 
called the DTG1. This project included design-
ing the complete mechanical and electrical 
components of the submarine. His 2002 de-
sign inspired him to design and build a second 
low cost, high quality ROV named the DTG2. 
Built in 2009, this later version was designed 
with ease of use, reliability, and portability 
in mind. A unique pitching system was con-
ceived during this build to help reduce the 
number of thrusters. Very quickly it was 
discovered that this arrangement had addi-
tional benefits. The camera view was greatly 

increased, since a vertical thruster was not 
planted in the middle of the ROV body. A 
grabber claw allowed another degree of 
freedom, being able to point directly up and 
down. The tether also had zero twisting ef-
fect on the ROV body since it was designed 
to always trail behind the direction of motion.

Once the prototype was proven in late 2010, 
Jeffrey applied for US and international pat-
ents on the pitch system and formed Deep 
Trekker Inc. Orders for the ROVs had backed 
up and it was time to build.  Demand - mainly 
originating from Norway – was encouraging 
and the customer feedback was good.

Moving into 2012, Jeffrey partnered with 
long-time supporter of the project and 
friend Sam Macdonald. Sam planned and 
launched a massive marketing campaign 
that commenced in the fall of 2012 and in-
troduced Deep Trekker to the world. The ef-
forts of this partnership and the dedication 
of the Deep Trekker team have resulted in 
rapid growth and a position at the top of the 
professional micro-ROV industry.

Jeffrey currently resides in the small town of 
Ayr, Ontario with his wife and two children.

JEFFREY LOTZ, THE DESIGNER OF THE DEEP TREKKER MICRO-ROV

Courtesy of Paul Unterweiser: DTG2 with camera and lights pointing to the rear

Courtesy of Deep Trekker: Jeffrey Lotz



DEEP TREKKER DTG2 ‘WORKER’ REVIEW

formed much better and was able to maintain a course of 
roughly ±15 degrees of the set compass heading. The auto-
depth feature only works while using the thrusters (which 
makes sense when you consider this ROV has no vertical 
thruster), but seemed to do a decent job of holding depth 
within ±1 meter.

One of the biggest limitations I ran into with the original 
DTG2 was trying to move the ROV slowly while close to a 
target, such as during a hull inspection. This new DTG2 now 
has ten levels of thruster gain control, and I found that op-
erating the ROV at its lowest setting really helped. Howev-
er, the OSD doesn't include a display of the gain level which 
would have been very helpful.

CONCLUSIONS
Overall my opinion of the updated DTG2 hasn't changed 
much against my review of last year's model. I still think 
that for the cost the Deep Trekker DTG2 offers a com-
petitive mix of quality and features that, so far, no one 
in the industry has been able to match. The DTG2 is 
also the leader when it comes to portability and setup 
speed. But the DTG2 does have its limitations, and tasks 
that require precise vertical maneuverability or lateral 
movement in a current are simply not within this ROV's 
capabilities. For most other tasks that a mini-ROV will 
undertake, the DTG2 will do as good a job as their more 
expensive competitors.

Courtesy of Deep Trekker: DTG2 Underwater

Courtesy of Deep Trekker: DTG2 exploring a shipwreck

Courtesy of Deep Trekker Courtesy of Deep Trekker: The complete DTG2 ‘worker’ system
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The visit coincided with the announcement of £10m of new 
investment from the Business Growth Fund (BGF) to sup-
port ROVOP’s continued growth and international expan-
sion following its recent move into the Americas with an 
office and operational base in Houston, Texas.

The three storey, 18500 ft2 building is in the heart of Aberdeen’s 
‘SURF City’, Westhill, and includes its training facility the ROVOP 
Academy, a full ROV underwater test tank, hydraulic and elec-
trical workshops and internal 40t overhead crane. 

The opening event was attended by staff, clients and sup-
porters of the business and concluded with a ribbon be-
ing cut by a FMC Technologies Schilling Robotics' HD ROV. 
Minister for Energy, Business and Tourism Fergus Ewing 
said: “ROVOP has a long history of working across the 
globe and they have shown a commitment in investing in 
the workforce in Scotland. This is a testament to the quality 
and skills of the local workforce. Scotland’s energy sector 
boasts strong engineering and manufacturing skills that 
are globally recognised across the oil and gas industry.”

ROVOP’s established management team and staff of 130 
have developed the company into a leading player in the 
ROV field. Since 2011, the company has invested more than 
£40 million into its fleet of FMC Technologies Schilling  
Robotics and SAAB Seaeye ROVs. Its impressive client port-
folio includes oil and gas, offshore wind and telecommunica-
tions companies and an enviable track record of successfully 
delivering high-profile projects in more than a dozen countries. 

Steven Gray, CEO of ROVOP, said: “Demand for ROVOP’s 
expertise, technology and service continues to grow on an 
international scale and BGF’s support is testament to that. 

“BGF’s investment comes at a particularly opportune time. 
The industry needs to change in order to reduce cost.  With 
our bases in Aberdeen and Houston, ROVOP allows opera-
tors and offshore contractors to work more efficiently and 
save cost, while applying the highest standards in health, 
safety, environmental control to operations.

“BGF has a full understanding of our business, strategy and am-
bition for the future.  As a long term investor with access to sig-
nificant capital, it is well placed to support ROVOP through the 
next phase in our development and growth of the ROV fleet to 
around 50 ROVs over the next three years, operating globally. 
The BGF team in Aberdeen are experts in our sector who can 
add real value and we look forward to working with them over 
the coming years to realise the next phase of our growth.”

BGF is an independent company backed by five of the UK’s 
main banking groups – Barclays, HSBC, Lloyds, RBS and 
Standard Chartered. In 2014, it invested £43m in primary 
and follow-on equity investments in Scotland. Mike Sib-
son, who will join the ROVOP board as investor director for 
BGF, said: “ROVOP is a highly professional operation with a 
strong business model based on the best service with the 
best technology. BGF’s investment will support growth of 
the fleet both from the UK operation, but also in the Ameri-
cas where we see significant opportunity.

“Since founding the business less than four years ago, Steven 
Gray (CEO) and Mark Vorenkamp (Chairman) have assembled 
a very experienced team from across the subsea industry, 
and we are confident they will continue to enjoy success.”

ROVOP  
CELEBRATE  
ABERDEEN  
HQ OPENING
Independent subsea Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) 
services provider ROVOP recently celebrated the  
official opening of its £4.2m headquarters in Aber-
deen with a visit from Fergus Ewing, Scottish Minister 
for Business, Energy and Tourism. 

Courtesy of ROVOP: Fergus Ewing, Energy Minister cuts the ribbon  
with the help of a Schilling Robotics HD ROV at the official opening ceremony.

Courtesy of ROVOP: Mark Vorenkamp, ROVOP Chairman, Fergus Ewing, Scottish Minister for 
Business Energy and Tourism, and Steven Gray, ROVOP CEO, by the ROVOP Academy’s simulator.
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Endurance Exploration Group aims to create shareholder value by recovering valuable 
merchant cargoes. The search for the SS Connaught was the company’s first offshore op-
eration after five years of desk-based research and its first opportunity to show a return on 
investment. With “payday” some way off, controlling project costs was high on its agenda.

FLOOD, FIRE AND FRUIT
The 380-ft SS Connaught was one of the largest and most-luxurious oceangoing mid-nine-
teenth-century liners. Disaster struck on 25 September 1860 when the ship sprang a leak in 
a sudden storm while sailing from St John’s, Canada, to Boston, USA. The leak was brought 
under control, but a fire forced the people onto the top deck. When the lifeboats smashed 
on being lowered into the sea, there seemed little hope for the passengers and crew.
Fortunately, a small fruit transport ship steamed to the rescue. An escape line was secured 
between the vessels and, following tradition, the captain left last. Everyone squeezed onto 
the merchant vessel, which took them to Boston’s India Warf, but more than 4500 kg of gold 
coins went down with the liner: money thought to have been for visiting British royalty.
The loss of the SS Connaught on only her second voyage was a disaster, but the courageous 
rescue, without a fatality, was a triumph of courage and seamanship.

PREDATOR: PUNCHING ABOVE ITS WEIGHT
The SS Connaught lies in 200 m of water in an area of strong, difficult to measure bottom 
currents and has collected a tangle of fishing debris over the last century and a half. The 
Seatronics Predator inspection-class ROV, supplied by Great Eastern Group, was selected 
as a cost-effective option for verifying the wreck as the SS Connaught.

SUBSEA  
TREASURE  
HUNTING
A PREDATOR ROV 
LOOKS FOR GOLD 
In 1860, a daring rescue saved all 592 passengers and the crew of the SS Connaught before it sank with its cargo of 
gold coins. One hundred and fifty five years later, Seatronics' Predator remotely operated vehicle (ROV) negotiated 
strong bottom currents and hazardous fishing debris to play a pivotal role in verifying the ill-fated, treasure-laden 
liner’s resting place. It delivered considerable value for Endurance Exploration Group Inc. by performing beyond 
the expectations for the inspection-class ROV.
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“Given the conditions, a mid-class ROV would normally be re-
quired for such a seabed inspection, but that would have es-
calated costs dramatically,” explains Euan Mackay, vice presi-
dent, sales, Seatronics Inc. “The client would have required a 
much larger support vessel and team and ancillaries if a mid- 
or work-class vehicle had been used. The Predator ROV did 
a difficult job reliably and cost-effectively, considering the 
conditions. It proved its worth.” Bruce Morris, director of en-
gineering and operations, Great Eastern Group, coordinated 
the verification project. He says, “Because it is small and light, 
two people can launch the vehicle. It is easier with a crane, but, 
in this case, we simply slid the vehicle off a ramp that was 
previously fabricated for the stern of the vessel.

“The Predator vehicle was easily held on station in the 2.5–3-
kn.bottom currents with the powerful thrusters at 80% gain, 
which illustrates the current strength. Its exceptional thrust-
er control and power output gave the vehicle a high degree 
of manoeuvrability in these challenging conditions. We got 
great feedback from the operators, who likened ‘flying’ the 
vehicle to playing a simple video game. At low speeds, it can 
be carefully nudged forward for great close-up images.”
Mackay adds, “And that was a fly-alone Predator. Customers 
can also use the Predator ROV with station-keeping soft-
ware from our partner SeeByte Ltd that automatically holds 
the ROV at the correct depth and attitude and enables it to 
fly on predetermined courses. Other ROV manufacturers are 
working on similar systems, but we have the lead and believe 
we have the best solution in SeeByte software, which is cali-
brated to the Predator vehicle for exceptional stability.”
Another advantage of the Predator system is its flexibil-
ity. Morris says, “On-the-job modifications are common. 
When we get to a site, suddenly there is a requirement that 
no one anticipated, so you need to be able to recover the 
vehicle to the deck and customise it. Predator gives you 
that freedom. You can make simple modifications that can  
accommodate various bolt-on tools and sensors.”
The ROV’s first work was for the offshore wind industry and 
it is now used in many diverse applications, including in the 
oil and gas, and naval sectors. Law enforcement agencies also 
use it for search-and-rescue operations, and crime-scene in-
vestigations – work that otherwise places divers at risk.
Morris continues: “The Predator ROV has a network con-
trol system that uses comprehensive diagnostics to assure 

continuous operation in challenging conditions. High-ca-
pability diagnostic electronics more typical of work-class 
ROVs monitor all the vehicle’s functions and identify fault 
sectors without loss of ROV control. Reliability is important, 
but so is the ability to perform on-deck maintenance.  
If your ROV suffers a catastrophic failure early in a job, it 
can be a financial disaster: a wasted trip.

“The Predator system comes with a comprehensive spares 
kit and is built from plug-and-play components. The SS 
Connaught project is a great example. The impellors sucked 
fishing lines in three times, but each time the Predator ROV 
freed itself thanks to the design and power of its thrusters. 
As a precaution, the damaged thrusters were switched out 
in a simple five-minute job. Less powerful ROVs might have 
been irrecoverable or lost, with huge financial implications 
for the project,” he concludes.

SUCCESS
In 2013, Endurance Exploration Group performed a 1800-km2 
sidescan sonar search of the area where the SS Connaught 
was thought to have gone down. A year later, it teamed up 
with Eclipse Group Inc. to investigate an encouraging signal 
160 km off the north-east US coast. Eclipse provides subsea 
technical solutions, which, in this case, included deploying a 
Seatronics Predator ROV to verify the wreck. Between them, 
Seatronics and Great Eastern Group provide global support.
The Predator ROV clearly identified the SS Connaught’s 
iron hull and paddle wheels, and artefacts within the de-
bris field, including 150-year old whisky bottles. Initially, it 
surveyed the wreck in the zero-visibility conditions using 
sonar before switching on its cameras and lights.

RECOVERING THE CARGO
Endurance Exploration Group is now seeking the legal right to 
salvage the cargo robotically before the wreck suffers further 
trawler damage. If this is granted, the company plans to re-
turn to the site in spring or summer 2015 to begin a systematic 
and well-documented recovery of the cargo and artefacts.
In addition to recovering the valuable cargo, Endurance 
Exploration Group plans to make a television documentary 
to tell the remarkable story of the SS Connaught and the 
courageous rescue of all its passengers and crew. No doubt, 
Seatronics’ Predator will have a starring role.

Courtesy of Seatronics: The Predator ROV. 
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THE PROBLEM OF CHEMICAL MUNITIONS 
DUMPED IN THE BALTIC SEA
After World War I and during World War II, Germany pro-
duced large stockpiles of CWAs (Chemical Warfare Agents). 
The CWA produced in largest volume was mustard gas (in 
different varieties), accounting for around 40% of the total 
CWAs produced. The majority of munitions produced using 
this agent were aircraft bombs (250 kg) and artillery shells 
(105 mm and 150 mm).
After World War II, with Germany divided into four zones 
(American, British, French, and Soviet), the Allied parties 
were responsible for taking care of any CWA and produc-
tion facilities within their area of oversight, either by in-
cluding them in their own arsenals or destroying them by 
any suitable means. This was primarily done by dumping 
the munitions in oceans and seas, including the Baltic.
As far as the Baltic Sea is concerned, official dump-
sites are located east of Bornholm and southeast of the  
Gotland islands. In addition, there is the Little Belt area, 
as well as transport routes from Wolgast Harbour, were 
vast amounts of chemical munitions were located. Finally, 
there are unofficial sites of concern in Gdansk Deep and the 
Slupsk Furrow.
Nowadays, multiple human activities undertaken on the 
seabed of the Baltic Sea (fishery, offshore industry, etc.) 
need to acknowledge or deny the presence of chemi-
cal munitions and the potential dangers they constitute.  
Additionally, there are environmental factors that need to 
be taken into account as the CWAs remain on the seabed 
far longer than originally believed.

WIRELESS  
UNDERWATER  

ACOUSTIC VIDEO  
COMMUNICATION 

THE WAY FORWARD IN THE SEARCH  
FOR UNDERWATER OBJECTS

Cdr. Bartłomiej Pączek, Ph.D.; Polish Naval Academy

DETECTION OF BOTTOM OBJECTS
Detailed knowledge of the location of CWAs are a maritime 
security prerequisite in the context of fishing or installa-
tion of underwater infrastructure, like cables or pipelines. 
Thus, it was one of the CHEMSEA1 project’s aims to verify 
and update information on the location of chemical muni-
tions in the Baltic Sea. The CHEMSEA consortium set out to 
collect the necessary data by means of sonar, echosound-
ers, and magnetometers operated from vessels, or by us-
ing images and samples taken with underwater ROVs. This 
data was eventually processed showing actual munitions 
positions and the range of polluted sediments in order to 
update nautical charts.
Typical approached used to detect and map munitions lo-
cated on the sea bottom were, in the first instance, to use a 
Multibeam Echosounder (MBES), towed Side Scan Sonar 
(SSS), and Magnetometer in order to reveal the locations 
of bottom objects. 
On the basis of the collected SSS images, a preliminary clas-
sification and estimation of local densities and clusters of 
small bottom targets was performed, along with the rel-
evant mapping. Targets with features characteristic of mine-
like objects – classified as potential munitions – required vis-
ual checking. Such objects were investigated through ROV 
operations, including visual recognition of objects and water 
and sediments sampling to confirm the presence of a CWA.
This approach revealed, however, some significant short-
falls. Survey missions, performed from the ships partici-
pating in the project used vast amounts of ship time (even 

1  CHEMSEA (Chemical Munitions Search and Assessment) was a flagship project of the Baltic Sea Region Strategy, financed 
by the EU Baltic Sea Region Programme 2007-2013. The project was initiated in autumn 2011 and lasted through early 2014.
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WIRELESS UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC VIDEO COMMUNICATION

though they were planned to use as little ship time as pos-
sible and where possible were ran in parallel with other re-
search activities). Conclusions coming from the detection 
phase of the CHEMSEA project showed that the suitabil-
ity of smaller boats should be assessed before performing 
AUV missions, instead of ROV operations.
Following the careful evaluation of previous operations, it 
is the opinion of this author that there are several areas 
where potential improvements could be made. In future 
activities, two types of surveys should be planned: the Area 
Wide Assessment (AWA) and the Detailed Survey and In-
vestigation (DSI). AWA missions should be commenced in 
areas defined based upon studies of existing documenta-
tion. During AWA missions, AUVs should be deployed with 
acoustic and magnetometric gear in a densely spaced grid 
to detect objects resting on the sea bottom.
Data received and post-processed by geophysicists and 
CWA experts should be used to evaluate object classes, 
and the probability of objects being sea–dumped chemical 
munitions. The most promising objects should be included 
in DSIs. DSIs should use AWA data to visit selected objects 
with ROVs (or remotely controlled AUVs) and provide high 
resolution visual or acoustic data to support the risk as-
sessment and potential recovery of munitions pieces.

ROV AND AUV ROLES
In order to carry out visual inspections of sea – bottom 
objects via DSI, both a ROV or an AUV could potentially be 
used. However, taking contemporary state of the art tech-
nology into account, it is assumed that an AUV will perform 
better in an AWA mission, whereas an ROV will beat its op-
ponent in a DSI operation. The basis for this assumption is 
the lack of live video transmission from an AUV, operating 
without a wired connection with the surface platform (sur-
vey vessel). Although video transmission is not required for 
an AWA survey, it becomes crucial in a DSI operation, where 

the remote steering of an underwater vehicle and rapid 
response of the surface operator is of the essence. Due to 
such restrictions, AUVs have not been used in DSI opera-
tions until now. A range of new concepts have recently en-
tered the market. One such concept is Wireless Underwater 
Acoustic Video Communication Channel, brought to the 
market by BaltRobotics.

WIRELESS UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC  
VIDEO COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
The solution to the problem of real-time wireless video 
transmission from an underwater vehicle to the surface 
platform represents one of the milestones in the develop-
ment of effective autonomous systems for ocean explora-
tion and monitoring. While the majority of today’s under-
water imaging is performed by transmitting signals from 
submersibles to the surface via cables (e.g. ROV operations), 
advances in acoustic underwater communications have 
made it possible to conceive a scenario in which video sig-
nals are transmitted wirelessly.
Until now the search for bottom objects – as well as inspec-
tions and maintenance of underwater constructions – were 
based on the use of ROVs. It means, that an ROV operating 
on the sea bottom has to be followed by the vessel, deliv-
ering electricity and exchanging the control and telemetry 
data via the umbilical cord. The tether system of an ROV 
decreases its maneuverability and effectiveness, and in-
creases the risk of damage and operation failure.
Commercially available, contemporary hydroacoustic mo-
dems provide transmission rates of up to several kilobits 
per second (kbps). While these rates may be sufficient for 
navigation and control, data rates that are at least ten, if 
not a hundred, times higher are required for reasonable 
quality video transmission.
The key to achieving video transmission through an under-
water channel with limited bandwidth lies in two approach-

Photo:  Tania D'Avignon: AUV underwater below the boat
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es: (1) efficient data compression, and (2) use of highly ef-
ficient, bandwidth saving, modulation methods. The goal 
in combining these two approaches is to close the gap be-
tween the bitrate required for video transmission and that 
supported by the acoustic channel.

BaltRobotics have recently managed to successfully re-
solve both tasks, and have designed, manufactured, and 
tested a Wireless Underwater Acoustic Video Communica-
tion Channel which includes the following characteristics:

FIELD DEMONSTRATION
A field demonstration of the Wireless Underwater Acoustic  
Video Communication Channel has been performed for 
representatives of both scientific and research centres, as 
well as offshore industry experts on May 21st, at St. Julian’s 
Bay (Malta). The equipment for the Wireless Underwater 
Acoustic Video Channel was installed aboard AUV “X-3A” 
(also designed and manufactured by BaltRobotics), while 
control elements were installed aboard the vessel “Maeksa”.

Weather conditions during the demonstration were fa-
vourable: the wind speed did not exceed 15 m/sec, and 
waves did not exceed 1 m in height.

Planned parameters of the video channel tests:
 ƀ AUV operating distance – less than 200 m;

 ƀ data rate – 115,2 kbits/sec;

 ƀ video standard (input) – SD Color Video;

 ƀ frame size – 640 x 480;

 ƀ frame rate – 30 frames/sec;

 ƀ the delay for the data processing – 0,2 sec.

Under the above circumstances, the ability to use the Wire-
less Video Channel for the purpose of ‘on-line’ transmission 
of video with quality that enables effective remote control 
of an AUV by the operator had been successfully proven.
Despite the fact that the statement of ‘effective remote 
control’ may be taken as subjective, it is based on the long-
term experience of PNA experts operating ROVs. One im-
portant factor that has to be mentioned with reference to 
ease of control of AUV “X-3A” is its automatic route track-
ing mode of operation. The automatic route tracking mode 
is based on Dynamic Positioning (DP) of the AUV along the 
routes assigned by the operator. It allows the operator to 
not only automatically track the routes assigned, but also 

CHARACTERISTIC

MODEM VALUE

1. Bandwidth 80 kHz

2. Bitrate 115 kb/s (1,8 b/s/Hz Bandwidth Efficiency)

3. Maximum distance  
of communication

200 m

VIDEO VALUE

4. Video standards 
(input)

SD Color Video

5. Frame size in pixel 640×480 (W×H)

6. Framerate 30 frames per sec.

7. Video options advanced 3D-Modelling  
and objects recognition

8. Stable recovering of 
video with bitrates

from 10 kb/s to 150 kb/s

9. Video compression at 0.02 bits per pixel

Photo:  Tania D’Avignon: AUV demo mission accomplished

Photo:  Tania D’Avignon: Mission briefing and Q&A session
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to steadily hold position. This is a precondition for detailed 
photogrammetric documentation of underwater objects, 
such as munitions pieces. This mode has been successfully 
tested with a bottom current of approx. 1 m/sec.
The way to further improve the AUV “X-3A” would be up-
grading its front-looking camera with one which was able to 
change direction of its optical axis, which would allow better 
imaging of underwater objects. Experience gathered dur-
ing the CHEMSEA project also showed, that front-looking, 
high frequency scanning sonar is essential for the success-
ful conduct of searches for small bottom objects, that have 
been previously charted as a result of an AWA mission. One 
should be aware that horizontal visibility of water columns 
in the Baltic Sea at depths of approx. 120 meters (typical of 
official dumping sites of Bornholm Deep, Gotland Deep, and 
the unofficial dumping site of Gdansk Deep) is usually worse 
than 2-3 meters. Typical hydroacoustic surveys conducted 
with MBES, SSS and Magnetometer, have shown similar, or 
even higher, mean square errors of positioning small bottom 
objects, being charted. Thus, front looking sonar is crucial in 
locating bottom objects when approached with an AUV in or-
der to inspect them visually.

Actual configuration of AUV “X-3A” by BaltRobotics 
during the tests was as follows:
 ƀ Acoustic Undersea Navigation System with reference to 

the vessel (SBL – Short Base Line type with accuracy of 
positioning 0,5 m and working distance range of 1000 m);

 ƀ Internal Navigation System  
(inertial and acoustic Doppler log based);

 ƀ Wireless Underwater Acoustic  
Video Communication Channel;

 ƀ Autopilot for undersea pipeline search and inspection;

 ƀ Acoustic Modems: high data rate (video communication) 
and middle data rate (command channel).

The above equipment is modular and can be configured 
for different types of missions, such as inspections of oil 
and gas pipelines (Cathodic Protection Inspections – AUV 

“X-3A” is equipped with a ‘calomel electrode’ to measure 
cathodic potential and with the automatic weld equip-
ment to connect ‘zero-electrode wire’ to sacrificial anode 
of undersea pipeline). The catalogue of payload equip-
ment of AUV “X-3A” could be enlarged. The declared du-
ration of the mission is up to 12 hours, and the maximum 
‘sleep time’ on the sea bottom is up to 2 months.

WIRELESS UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC VIDEO COMMUNICATION

CONCLUSION
Both the Wireless Underwater Acoustic Video Communica-
tion Channel and the platform (AUV “X-3A”), designed by 
BaltRobotics, proved to be reliable solutions, ready to be 
used in offshore survey applications that include locating 
and documenting submerged objects and obstacles.
Until today, such tasks have been performed by towed sys-

tems that require a wired connection to the surface vessel, 
thus limiting their manoeuvrability.
Although AUV “X-3A” and its Wireless Underwater Video 
Channel are still maturing, the lack of constraints of a teth-
er clearly indicates that domination of ROVs in underwater 
inspections is coming to the end.

Photo:  Tania D'Avignon: A demo participant controlling the AUV

Photo:  Tania D’Avignon: Preparation for the AUV demo

Photo:  Tania D’Avignon: Seminar and mission briefing on the vessel ‘Maeksa’
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COMING SOON!
The ROV Planet 2016 Calendar & World Map 
containing ROV information and data!




